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Screenshots Image Former Torrent Download review Image Former Image Former is a feature-packed software utility that can be of great use
to all those looking for a tool that can both batch edit their graphic files and convert them to other formats. Neatly organized GUI The main
window of the application allows you to choose the method you like best for locating the images you want to process. You can rely on the

integrated file explorer to browse the contents of an entire drive, or you can load all the supported graphics from a chosen folder. Alternatively,
you can have Image Former monitor the clipboard and automatically detect all images, then add them to a list. Packs multiple adjustments As
soon as you have found the pictures you want to enhance, you can go ahead and choose the modifications you want to apply. You can rotate
them as much or as little as you like, adjust the color curve or alter the brightness, contrast and saturation. Cropping is also supported, along
with modifying the image resolution by selecting one of the available presets - you can also enter the exact dimensions you are interested in.

You can also stretch the images, fill margins or swap width and height. Supports various output settings When it comes to converting your files
to other formats, Image Former offers you several options: JPEG, PDF, GIF, PCX, PSD, PNG, EPS, TIF, and BMP. No matter the format you

go for, you can still alter the color depth and JPEG quality. Additionally, you can also set up renaming patterns for the newly processed pics,
whether you prefer suffixes, prefixes or numbers. Conclusion To sum things up, Image Former can become your go-to app for quickly editing

many pictures at once, as well as saving them with a new format and new filename, as within the same operation. Hide Image Former Low
price. Good support. Great service. Thats what I am looking for and thats what I find here. Couldnt be better. I will certainly come back for

more programs and more support in the future. 5/05/2015 Andrew Smith Software Developer High school, 12-17 employees Used the software
for: Less than 6 months Reviewer Source Source: Capterra 5/05/2015 Jamil Etanana IT manager IT and management consulting, 201-500

employees Used the software for:
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- A versatile, easy-to-use, and one-of-a-kind batch photo editor for Windows. - Organize and edit your photos in an easy-to-understand visual
environment. - Edit and batch-convert your images to one of the 14 supported image formats. - Create new image files from the modified

images. - Retouch photos and images quickly, with powerful selection tools, including crop, rotate, brightness, contrast, saturation, and much
more. - Save your photos in one of 14 supported image formats (JPG, BMP, GIF, PCX, EPS, PNG, TIF, PSD, JPEG, PDF, and more) with the

exclusive, intuitive visual interface. - Preview and convert image and graphic files to other formats. - Easily export files to a multitude of
popular desktop sharing and photo sharing applications. - Supports digital photo books and scrapbooks (EPUB, MOBI, AZW, FB2, CBR, CBZ,
XHTML, HTML), as well as web and email HTML5. Image Former Review: Image Former is a feature-packed software utility that can be of

great use to all those looking for a tool that can both batch edit their graphic files and convert them to other formats. Neatly organized GUI The
main window of the application allows you to choose the method you like best for locating the images you want to process. You can rely on the
integrated file explorer to browse the contents of an entire drive, or you can load all the supported graphics from a chosen folder. Alternatively,
you can have Image Former monitor the clipboard and automatically detect all images, then add them to a list. Packs multiple adjustments As
soon as you have found the pictures you want to enhance, you can go ahead and choose the modifications you want to apply. You can rotate
them as much or as little as you like, adjust the color curve or alter the brightness, contrast and saturation. Cropping is also supported, along
with modifying the image resolution by selecting one of the available presets - you can also enter the exact dimensions you are interested in.
You can stretch the images, fill margins or swap width and height. Supports various output settings When it comes to converting your files to
other formats, Image Former offers you several options: JPEG, PDF, GIF, PCX, PSD, PNG, EPS, TIF, and BMP. No matter the format you
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imageformer.net What's New: - Keywords support! You can now easily find the images you need with 'imageformer.net' as the search term. -
Free Add-Ons! Check out the new free Add-Ons: * Algorithms — Get even more professional presets! * Auto Crop — Automatically resize
your photos * Exchange — Easily import Photoshop files, edit in Photoshop then export again. * Free Stock Photos! — Free stock photos,
images and illustrations for Photoshop/GIMP/InDesign/Illustrator/Windows/Mac by Mike Johnston. * LUT Finder — Download and install
custom colour adjustments. * Special Report — All products reviewed by us so that you can decide for yourself. Changelog: v1.4.13 * Fix
crashing on working with very high volumes * Minor changes v1.4.12 * Fix crash when pasting GIF images to the clipboard * Removed
duplicated files in 'bin' and 'images' folders. v1.4.11 * Fix a crash when changing the image size * Added a help screen to the 'Edit' menu *
Minor changes v1.4.10 * Fix an issue when opening very large images in Windows 10 * Minor changes v1.4.9 * Fix a bug when adding images
from the clipboard * Minor changes v1.4.8 * Fix an issue when saving the file with batch mode * Minor changes v1.4.7 * Fix a bug that
prevented the batch processing to work on the images in the \.metadata folder v1.4.6 * Fix a bug that caused an error when receiving Paste
operation while the batch processing was in progress * Added support for the new 'Exchange' feature v1.4.5 * Fix a bug in the Edit -> Batch ->
Export to BMP and Export to PNG options * Fixed an issue that could cause Image Former to crash when saving in batch mode v1.4.4 *
Added a helpful tip when processing images in batch mode v1.4.3 * Added a few more options to the Edit -> Batch -> Import to clipboard
menu v1.4.2 * Minor changes v1.4.1 * Fix a bug when batch mode options were not available v1.

What's New in the?

One of the most popular Image Former features to date, it automatically finds and removes undesirable elements from the pixels to preserve
your originals. Image Former can help you eliminate red eyes, smile lines, spots, stains, text, logos and other objects that make your pictures
less than perfect. For even more pictures to work on, choose Image Former fullversion featuring Image Former Paintbrush, which will allow
you to paint on top of your images as much as you want. Perfect picture software With the integrated file explorer you can check on every
selected graphic whether or not it is actually supported, and what edits are required to make it useful. By means of a wide range of operation
parameters you can even fix skin tones, put a border around a picture and change colors and brightness. You can go ahead and activate presets
with easy-to-learn intuitive menus to help make your process even faster. PixelPerfect can clean up nearly any picture, and it is packed with
options. You can reduce the red, blue and green levels, lighten the shadows and adjust the contrast, Color Balance - adjust the colors and the
contrast of the photo. Black and White - adjust the blacks and whites to monochrome. Straighten - straighten the photo. Brightness & Contrast
- adjust the brightness and contrast of the photo. Reveal Hidden Stuff - expose the hidden objects in the photo. Selective Color - choose the
areas of a photo that you want to change. Remove Red Eyes - remove red eyes from red-eyed subjects. Remove Grays - remove the grays from
gray-eyed subjects. Remove Facial Hair - remove facial hair from bearded subjects. Remove Blemishes - remove spots, blemishes, and other
defects from a photo. Color Cleaner - remove the color from one or more areas of a photo. Shadow Cleaner - eliminate shadows from the
photo. Smile Remover - remove unwanted smile lines from a photo. Smile Enhancer - remove unwanted smile lines from a photo. Enlarge -
crop a photo to eliminate unnecessary details. Reduce - reduce the size of a photo. Rotate Clockwise - rotate the photo in a clockwise direction.
Rotate Counterclockwise - rotate the photo in a counterclockwise direction. Resize - resize the photo to a smaller or larger size. Set Border
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System Requirements For Image Former:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 or later Processor: Intel Core i3 or equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 11 graphics card
Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5 or equivalent Memory: 8 GB RAM How to install Steam Guard in Windows: Firstly, you need to
download the game from Steam. Open Steam -> Browse Games -> Click on your game -> Click on “Pro
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